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Size of quorum sensing communities†
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Ensembles of bacteria are able to coordinate their phenotypic behavior in accordance with the size,
density, and growth state of the ensemble. This is achieved through production and exchange of
diﬀusible signal molecules in a cell–cell regulatory system termed quorum sensing. In the generic
quorum sensor a positive feedback in the production of signal molecules defines the conditions at which
the collective behavior switches on. In spite of its conceptual simplicity, a proper measure of biofilm colony ‘‘size’’ appears to be lacking. We establish that the cell density multiplied by a geometric factor
which incorporates the boundary conditions constitutes an appropriate size measure. The geometric
factor is the square of the radius for a spherical colony or a hemisphere attached to a reflecting surface.
Received 17th June 2013,
Accepted 2nd October 2013

If surrounded by a rapidly exchanged medium, the geometric factor is divided by three. For a disk-
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of the height of the biofilm if there is significant flow above the biofilm. A remarkably simple factorized

shaped biofilm the geometric factor is the horizontal dimension multiplied by the height, and the square
expression for the size is obtained, which separates the all-or-none ignition caused by the positive
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feedback from the smoother activation outside the switching region.

1 Introduction
Quorum sensing (QS) is a cell–cell signaling system used by
bacteria to keep track of the size, density, and the growth state
of the population. The regulation depends on the concentration
of diffusible signal molecules which are typically small peptides
for Gram positives and acyl homoserine lactones for Gram
negatives. The most basic regulatory system consists of a signal
molecule synthetase and a transcriptional regulator as illustrated
in Fig. 1. At low population ‘‘size’’ the signal molecules are
produced at the background level. At higher population ‘‘size’’,
the signal molecules accumulate and activate the transcriptional
regulator to induce further transcription of the signal molecule
synthetase. This positive feedback loop results in a rapid amplification of the signal.1–4 In these systems the regulator R is
produced constitutively and is activated through binding of signal
molecules S. The activated regulator concentration
ra = [R2S2]

(1)

is the intrinsic measure of whether a quorum is formed. This
intracellular concentration controls the quorum sensing feedback as well as the transcription of specific quorum regulated
a
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Fig. 1 Schematic examples of pathways in regulator (R) induction and
signal (S) binding that may lead to static activated dimer (R2S2) concentrations of the form (2) or (4). R, PR and S, PS denote the gene and promoter
region for the regulator and the signal molecule synthetase respectively.
(a) Dimerization drives ligand binding. (b) Ligand binding drives dimerization.

target genes. Following this generic design of quorum sensors
in Gram negative bacteria we derive a simple expression for the
size of a biofilm colony and demonstrate how a single quorum
sensor depends on density, geometry, boundary conditions,
and maximal regulator concentration. The maximal regulator
concentration, in turn, may be sensitive to specific conditions
for the growth state required for the quorum conditions to be
satisfied.
The collective behavior displayed in QS was first reported in
Vibrio fischeri where it activates the production of light in large
cell colonies.1–3 Quorum sensing systems have been reported in
many bacterial systems including Aeromonas hydrophila,5–7
Agrobacterium tumefaciens,8 and Pseudomonas aeruginosa.9,10
It is our hope that the simple factorized expression for the
size of a quorate community presented here will provide a more
general guidance on how to speak of the size of a bacterial
quorum. In particular we note that boundary conditions and
geometrical shape are integral parts of the ‘‘size’’ of the colony.
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Variable
PR
R
PS
S
s
bs
ks
ks
K
Ks
ra
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Explanation

Details

B100bs
bs o ks o ks
10 nM–10 mM

h
D
rv
r
z
S
Rsphere
Rdisk
H
L
ls

1=h

Promoter for R synthetase
Regulator protein
Promoter for S synthetase
Signal molecule/ligand
Signal molecule concentration
Background S production
Maximal induced S production
Induced S production
R2S2 dissociation constant12,14–16
R2S2-PS dissociation constant
Activated regulator concentration

[S]

rm

dimerization followed by cooperative binding of signal molecules. Solving for the ligand concentration we get

Variables and parameters used in the model

[R2S2]
bs
 Ks
ks
1–2
B2 mm2 h1
o1

s¼

ra ¼

Regulator oligomerization order
Diﬀusion constant for S (AHLs)
Bacterial density (v/v)
Radial coordinate
Height coordinate
Colony ‘‘size’’ measure
Radius of colony17,18
Radius of colony17
Height of colony17,19,20
Degradation length (AHLs pH 8, 7)
S degradation (AHLs, pH 7, 8)21,22

2 Model
Self consistent description

Typical motifs for activation of regulators involve dimerization
as indicated in Fig. 1a where dimerization drives ligand binding and in Fig. 1b where ligand binding drives dimerization. In
the quasistatic limit, the concentration of activated regulator
may be parametrized as a product of a signal molecule switch of
order h and a maximal level rm
ra ¼

Kh

sh
rm
þ sh

(2)

where K is the eﬀective dissociation constant for binding of the
signal molecules to the regulator.11 With h = 2 this describes

Table 2 Size measures at the center of the colony for a sphere and for a
disk resting on a signal molecule reflecting surface. The radius of the colony
is R and the height of the disk is H. When the degradation rate ls of signal
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
molecules is significant, i.e. when the length L ¼ D=ls is smaller than one
or more of the geometrical dimensions of the colony, this dimension is
(approximately) replaced by L in the size measure. Eventually all geometrical
sizes disappear and the size, S, then measures the cell density

Geometry, boundary
Sphere, open
Sphere, absorbing
Disk, open
Disk, absorbing

HRL
S

HLR
S

LHR
S

R2 rv
1 2
R rv
3
2RHrv

2L2 rv

2L2 rv

2L2 rv

2L2 rv

2LHrv

H2 rv

H2 rv

2L2 rv
2L2 rv
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K

(3)

sh
ðK þ sÞh

rm

(4)

K

(5)

1=h

s¼

All variables used in the manuscript are summarized in
Table 1 while the size measures for diﬀerent geometries and
boundary conditions are summarized in Table 2.

2.1

ðrm  ra Þ1=h

Another form of interest would be

Maximal ra

10–70 mm
10–500 mm
10–70 mm
2–7 mm
0.03–0.25 h1

ra

ra
1=h
rm

1=h

 ra

which covers non-cooperative binding of signal molecules as
well as typical cases where signal molecule binding drives
dimerization.11,12 With h = 1 we have monomer behavior.
Though this is not a typical motif in quorum sensors, it is
included to illustrate the advantage of designs involving oligomers
to achieve the hysteresis leading to robust all-or-none switching
seen in many positive feedback systems.13
The binding of the activated regulator to the signal promoter
site leads to increased expression of the signal molecule
synthetase. In the quasistatic limit the resulting signal molecule
production can be expressed
bs
Ks þ ra
Ks
ra
ks
ks ¼
bs þ
ks ¼
ks
Ks þ ra
Ks þ ra
Ks þ ra

(6)

normalized as produced number per time per intracellular
volume. This is merely a shift from a low background production
bs
bs when ra is below Ks to the higher, active, production ks
ks
when the concentration ra is above Ks. Note that the feedback
mechanism turns on at the concentration
ra 

bs
Ks
ks

(7)

which needs to be a couple of orders of magnitude lower than the
dissociation constant Ks for the feedback system to produce a
pronounced switch.
The production of signal molecules and their intercellular
diﬀusion are linked together in the diﬀusion equation. Given a
production rate ks(r) per intracellular volume and a volume
fraction rv(r) occupied by cells, the diﬀusion equation with the
source term reads
@s
¼ DDs þ rv ks
@t

(8)

where D is the diﬀusion constant for the signal molecules and
@2
@2
@2
D ¼ r2 ¼ 2 þ 2 þ 2 is the Laplace operator. Since single
@x
@y
@z
cells are unable to ignite or even maintain an ignited feedback
loop the net contribution from binding and dissociation of
signal molecules to regulators could be ignored when writing
eqn (8). (Active transport of signal molecules across the cell
membrane which, to lowest order, leads to a rescaling between

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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the intracellular and extracellular ligand concentration was not
included.) At the steady state
1
r
Ds ¼  v ks
2
2D

(9)

which we shall use to establish qualitative expressions for the
conditions required to form a quorum.
Open Access Article. Published on 03 October 2013. Downloaded on 06/12/2013 15:02:52.
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2.2

Simple estimates

As a starting point, let us solve eqn (9) for a spherical colony of
bacteria with radius R. This also solves the case of a hemispherical
biofilm on a reflecting surface. The volume fraction occupied by
cells, rv, is zero outside the biofilm and assumed constant inside
the colony.
If the colony is very small or very large, we can assume that
ks is constant and takes the values bs or ks respectively. Further,
due to the feedback, the switching on/oﬀ is very abrupt which
results in the whole colony being in the same state, i.e. ks can
be assumed constant throughout the colony. This approximation
is confirmed by numerical simulations below.
The solution of the steady state eqn (9) depends on the
boundary condition. If the colony is surrounded by tissue or by
non-flowing liquid, the boundary condition simply requires s(r)
and its derivative to be continuous across the boundary. This
leads to
8
 2
>1  1 r
<
2 >
3 R ;roR
ks R rv
sðrÞ ¼
(10)
2D >
>
2R
;r4R
:
3 r
and the density of signal molecules at the center of the colony is
ks 2
R rv
(11)
sð0Þ ¼
2D
Self consistency dictates that the autoinducer production rate
ks in (11) be equal to the rate in (6). When the signal molecule
concentration s is approximately expressed in terms of ra by (3),
this leads to a fairly simple factorized expression for R2 rv of
the colony

1=h
2DK
bs Ks þ ra
ra
(12)
S ¼ R2 rv ¼
bs
ks bs
rm  ra
K s þ ra
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ
ﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
k
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄsﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ} forward activation in 0; 1½
b
feedback switch in ks ; 1½
s

as a function of the activated regulator level ra. With h = 2
eqn (12) describes quorum switching with cooperative binding
of ligands to the regulator. The relevant ‘‘size’’ measure is seen
to be S ¼ R2 rv , i.e. a combination of density and geometrical
size of the biofilm. Notably, this size measure is a function of
the activated dimer concentration only and can be expressed as
a product of a normal forward activation and a feedback switch.
Below we shall see that the r.h.s. is unaltered when the
geometry and boundary conditions change. This means that
all information regarding geometry, density, and boundary
conditions is on the l.h.s. of the equation. In this sense S ¼ R2 rv
is a proper ‘‘size’’ measure. The forward activation and the feedback

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014

Fig. 2 Self consistent estimate of the concentration of the activated
regulator at the center of a bacterial colony as a function of the colony
size. The ligand binding is assumed to be first order. Thin lines indicate the
ra level for a first order ligand binding without feedback. The approximate
solution is the same for all geometries. The size measure S depends on the
specific geometry and boundary conditions as indicated in Table 2. At low
regulator levels the feedback has no eﬀect. At high regulator levels, the
role of the feedback loop is to make the ignition of the QS system happen
more abruptly. Dashed lines represent the numerical solution for a
spherical colony with open boundary condition ðS ¼ R2 rv Þ. Dotted curves
are the numerical solution for a spherical colony with absorbing boundary


1
S ¼ R2 rv .
3

switch being dimensionless, the natural unit of size is seen to
be 2DK/bs.
In Fig. 2 we see that for h = 1 the size dependence does not
lead to hysteresis and therefore is not a fully developed all-ornone switch. However, for h = 2 seen in Fig. 3 the forward
activation is suﬃciently steep to ensure that the feedback switch
leads to a robust all-or-none switch implied by the hysteresis.13
If we consider the case (4) where ligand bindings are
independent we get instead
S ¼ R2 rv ¼

2DK
bs

1=h

bs Ks þ ra
ks bs
K s þ ra
k
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄsﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}

ra
1=h
rm

1=h

 ra
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}

(13)

forward activation in 0; 1½

b
feedback switch in ks ; 1½
s

with h = 2. The size measure S ¼ R2 rv remains unchanged.
As seen in Fig. 4, expressions (12) and (13) have similar
bs
behavior at the ignition point, ra  Ks , and have identical
ks
asymptotic behavior. It is therefore not critical to the ignition
function of the feedback loop that consecutive ligand bindings
are cooperative. However, the cooperativity extends the bistable
region somewhat and therefore may aid in stabilizing the
switch.
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Fig. 3 Self consistent estimate of the concentration of the activated
regulator at the center of a bacterial colony as a function of the colony
size. Ligand binding is assumed to be second order and fully cooperative.
Thin lines indicate the ra level for a second order cooperative ligand binding
without feedback. The size measure S depends on the specific geometry
and boundary conditions as indicated in Table 2. Dashed lines represent the

numerical solution for open boundary condition S ¼ R2 rv . Dotted curves


1
are the numerical solution with absorbing boundary S ¼ R2 rv .
3
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the feedback loop no matter how high the concentration of
signal molecules is. When growth conditions lead to a maximal
bs
dimer level significantly higher than Ks the feedback loop can
ks
be ignited. The eﬀect of the feedback is an increased production of signal molecules and an abrupt increase in ra. Even for
first order ligand binding (h = 1) the feedback makes the
transition to higher ra levels happen quite abruptly as a function of colony ‘‘size’’ as seen in Fig. 2. For the more typical
second-order ligand binding (h = 2) shown in Fig. 3 the feedback displays a second order transition, i.e. the transition is
practically a Heaviside step function with ra jumping more than
a factor ks/bs at the quorum ignition point.
At size, S, larger than 2DK/bs the feedback loop has no eﬀect:
the activated regulator concentration ra is simply equal to the
maximal regulator concentration rm. In such large biofilm
communities ra is therefore completely determined by the
growth state.
With absorbing boundary condition
8
 r 2
>
1 ks R2 rv < 1  R ; r o R
sðrÞ ¼
(14)
3 2D >
:
;r4R
0
which leads to the approximate size expression

1=h
1
2DK
bs Ks þ ra
ra
S ¼ R2 rv ¼
ks bs
rm  ra
3
bs
Ks þ ra
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ
ﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
ks
forward
activation in 0; 1½
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
b
feedback switch in ks ; 1½
s

(15)
This means that it only takes a three times larger R2 rv to reach
the quorum sensing ignition level with absorbing boundary
condition than with free boundary.
For a thin biofilm with height H growing on a reflecting
surface and covered by rapidly exchanged liquid we get
 2 !
ks H2 rv
z
sðzÞ ¼
1
(16)
2D
H
where z is the height above the surface. Using the value at the
bottom we get the size measure
S ¼ H2 rv

(17)

for the ignition.
If the liquid above the biofilm is not moving we get instead
sð0Þ ¼ 2
Fig. 4 Self consistent estimate of the concentration of the activated dimer
regulator as a function of the bacterial colony size. The full curves represent the
case of fully cooperative ligand binding and the dashed curves represent the
independent binding of ligands. When rm \ Ks the hysteresis leading to a robust
switch is present for cooperative ligand binding as well as for independent
binding. The cooperative binding makes the hysteresis accessible at lower rm.

When growth conditions result in a maximal regulator
bs
concentration rm smaller than Ks , it is impossible to ignite
ks

106 | Mol. BioSyst., 2014, 10, 103--109

ks RHrv
2D

(18)

at the bottom of the biofilm and correspondingly the size
measure
S ¼ 2RHrv

(19)

where R is the radius of the biofilm. (Details of the calculation
are given in the ESI† and ref. 33.)
In all cases the scaling properties (r.h.s. of (12)) are conserved. Thus, the interpretation of ‘‘size’’ depends critically on

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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the geometry of the assembly of cells. We note that the relevant
geometry for diﬀerent types of growth is dictated by the
environmental conditions. The disk geometry is relevant when
a biofilm grows as a thin film on a surface17,19,20 whereas the
spherical geometry is relevant for a more bulky type of
growth.18,19

Changing units rm/Ks - rm, ks/bs - ks, s/K - s, and r=R - r
eqn (23) becomes

2.3

with the boundary condition @s(0)/@r = 0 at the origin. With
open boundary the solution is proportional to r1 outside the
colony. Since s as well as the derivative are continuous across
the boundary this gives the condition @s(1)/@r = s(1) at the
boundary. For a biofilm surrounded by rapidly exchanged
liquid we get instead the boundary condition s(1) = 0.
The numerical solution, s(r), is subsequently used to calculate ra
via (2). The values at the center are compared with the approximate
expression in Fig. 2 for first order ligand binding. The approximate
solution gives an excellent description of the transition from quiet
to ignited quorum sensing. In Fig. 3 the numerical solutions at the
center are compared to the approximate expression (12) for second
order cooperative ligand binding. The second order ligand binding
leads to a very abrupt ignition. In the bistable region the numerical
solver was initialized with the static solution with no feedback in
order to capture the ignition of the quorum sensor. Again, the
‘‘size’’ required to ignite the feedback is captured well by the simple
model (12) and favors the approximation of keeping ks constant
throughout the colony.
With absorbing boundary condition for the ligand concentration ks(r) approaching the bs eventually. Thus, very near the
edge, there is a small region where the approximation of
keeping ks constant throughout the colony breaks down. The
hysteresis in the second order binding has the eﬀect of narrowing
down this region. That is why the fully developed switches for the
open boundary and the absorbing boundary for the second order
binding in Fig. 3 are practically identical.

Signal molecule degradation

In significantly alkaline environments signal molecules
degrade21–23 which suggests the inclusion of a negative term
proportional to the signal molecule concentration. Let us
consider how this changes our conclusions. The diffusion
equation now reads
@s
¼ DDs  ls s þ rv ks
@t

(20)

where ls is the degradation rate. Dimensional analysis tells us
that loss from degradation competes with loss from diffusion at
system dimensions around the characteristic length
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
L ¼ D=ls . I.e. when L is much smaller than a system dimension, the system dimension should be replaced by the L in our
size measures S.
In the simple case of an extended biofilm of height H the
solution to (20) is
ks rv L2 2  eH=L ð ez=L þ ez=L Þ ; z o H
(21)
;z4H
ðeH=L  eH=L Þez=L
2D
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
where L ¼ D=ls is the characteristic length at which the
degradation competes with diﬀusion. At the bottom of the
biofilm, z = 0, this leads to
sðzÞ ¼

sð0Þ ¼

ks rv 2L2 ; L  H
2D 2LH ; L  H

(22)

Comparison to (11) and (18) tells us that whenever L is
smaller than a geometrical dimension, the geometrical
pﬃﬃﬃ
dimension should be replaced by L (within a factor of 2).
Table 2 summarizes the size measures for diﬀerent geometries and also includes the modifications following from
degradation.
2.4

Numerical solution

We saw that even with constant ks throughout the colony the
signal molecule concentration s drops to 23 of the central value
at the edge of the colony. If the colony is surrounded by rapidly
flowing liquid, the boundary value drops to zero. Since ks and s
are intertwined it is therefore reasonable to check the validity of
keeping ks constant (all or none switch). This is now done in a
numerical solution. After inserting (2) and (6) in (9) we arrive at
the self consistent equation
1
sh
þ
r m ks
r m ks K h
1þ
1þ
1
r bs
Ks bs
Ks bs
Ds ¼  v
r
2
2D 1 þ m
1
sh
Ks
rm þ K h
1þ
Ks

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014

(23)

1


þ sh
1 @ 2 @s
R2 rv 1 þ rm ks 1 þ rm ks
r
¼

1
2r2 @r
@r
2DK=bs 1 þ rm
þ sh
1 þ rm

(24)

3 Discussion
In order to have a significant eﬀect of the positive-feedback
loop the induced production of signal molecules must be much
larger than the background production, i.e.
ks c bs

(25)

must be satisfied. Further, in order to be able to fully ignite the
feedback
rm \ Ks

(26)

is required. Provided that growth conditions are such that this
is the case, the generic switch will turn on when the size S
bs
becomes suﬃciently large to make ra  Ks .
ks
From systematic studies of activities of constitutive promoters in Escherichia coli24,25 and chemical composition studies of
cells26–28 as a function of exponential growth rate we expect that
the parameters, e.g. rm, may depend on the growth rate.
Further, they may well depend on other physiological parameters
like temperature and chemical composition of the environment.
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Thus, in order to establish when a quorum switch can be ignited
and sustained, there is a call for studies of transcription rates,
RNA turnover, translation rates, and protein turnover under
physiological conditions where the culture approaches the stationary
phase and starts forming a biofilm.
Typical biofilm thicknesses range from 13–60 mm mean
(34  10) mm in Pseudomonas aeruginosa.19 In flow cells (mixed)
cultures of Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Pseudomonas fluorescens,
Klebsiella pneumoniae, and Stenotrophomonas maltophilia produced biofilms of thickness (51  19) mm with no flow
decreasing to (37  12) mm in flow.17 The horizontal dimension
ranged up to 500 mm. This order of magnitude of the dimension
of biofilm structures is confirmed across many bacterial
strains, Staphylococcus aureus (30–40 mm thick),20 Staphylococcus
epidermidis (240–590 mm diameter).18 This is to be compared to
the degradation range. For acyl homoserine lactones signal
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
molecules at pH = 7, L ¼ D=ls  7 mm and at pH = 8,
L  2 mm. Thus the reported ranges of the biofilm dimension
give confidence that the thickness is typically below the limit for
degradation to be important. The radius R of a biofilm growing
on a surface may, however, become similar to the degradation
range L for signal molecules in large colonies.
Other groups have considered the influence of density and
size on ignition of the quorum sensing systems in numerical
simulations of specific growth scenarios.29,30 While these simulations specifically address the time dependence of the quorum
establishment they do not provide analytical insight into conditions required to ignite and sustain a quorum.
The positive feedback is typical for quorum sensors, even in
cases where downregulation is desired. However, it may be
worth mentioning that explicit negative feedback in the regulator production has been suggested to play a role in the EsaR
transcription factor.31,32 The analysis presented here, i.e. the
dependence on density and geometry, remains valid for this
type of regulator. However, where the positive feedback leads to
an all-or-none switch, the proposed negative feedback would
lead to a smooth downregulation of the maximal transcription
factor concentration. This results in an expression like (12)
without the feedback switch and with the maximal regulator
level suppressed at high concentrations of the regulator.

4 Conclusion
We have modeled a generic single-loop quorum sensor with
positive feedback. An adequate measure for the size of the
quorum sensing ensemble of bacteria has been established and
shown to combine the eﬀect of geometric shape, geometric size,
cell density, and boundary conditions. Simple expressions for the
conditions, (25) and (26), required to sustain an all-or-none
quorum switch were established. The results for a thin biofilm
suggest that the quorum sensor may act as a flow sensor. When
the flow above a biofilm with density rv, height H, and radius R,
turns oﬀ the ‘‘size’’ measure changes from H2 rv to 2RHrv . For a
thin biofilm this can cause the ignition of the quorum merely as a
consequence of silencing the flow above the biofilm.
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We emphasize that the qualitative behavior of the generic
quorum sensor described here is determined by only three
dimensionless parameters, rm/Ks, ks/bs, and h. The influence of
the growth state, including growth rate is therefore expected to
simply enter through rm/Ks and ks/bs. Furthermore, we have
shown that rm/Ks \ 1, ks/bs \ 100, and h \ 1 are suﬃcient
conditions to produce a functioning quorum sensor with an
all-or-none switch. The model illuminates the importance of an
experimental determination of these parameters under physiological conditions where biofilm colonies are formed.
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